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In recent years, the fabr ication of novel building blocks for quantum computation- and spintronics devices 
gained significant attention. T he ul t imate goal in terms of miniaturization is the creation of single-atom fun ctional 
elements. Practically, quantum point contacts are frequently used as model systems to study the fund amental 
electronic transport properties of such mesoscopic systems. A quantum point contact is characterised by a narrow 
constriction coupling two larger electron reservoirs. In the absence of a magnetic field , the conductance of these 
quantum point contacts is quantised in multiples of 2e2 1h, the so-called conductance quantum (Go). However, 
in the presence of magnetic fields th e increased spin-degeneracy often gives rise to a deviation from the idealized 
behaviour and therefore leads to a change in the characteristi c conductance of the quantum point contact . 
Herein , we illustrate the complex magnetotransport characteristics in quantu m point contacts and magnetic 
heterojunctions. The t heoretical framework and experimental concepts are discussed briefly together with the 
experimental results as well as potential applications. 

PACS: 73.23. - b, 72.25.- b, 73.63. - b 

1. Introduction 

Tbe ongoing trelld towards sll1aller and more efficiellt 
electronic devices drives the need for novel, functional 
building blocks. The ultimate level of miniaturization 
is achieved when single atoms or molecules are incorpo
rated as functional elements into new types of devices. 
Besides the technical challenges involved in fabricat ing 
such devices, their realization requires both a detailed 
understanding of the transport properties ill cOllfined ge
OlTictrics, which can be signifi cr1llt.ly diO'crcn!; f'rom the 
rcspective bulk matcrial , and the ability to control the 
electronic transport through single atoms and molecules. 

In the past , transport spectroscopy has been estab
lished as a surprisingly simple technique to investigate 
the fundamental physical properties of materials in the 
.size range of single atoms to some 100 nm. In essence, 
a current is driven through a nanometre-sized conduc
tor and its voltage respollse is llIonitored as fUllCtioll of 
exterllal rrLctors , snch as the jllllcl;ioll rlialll()tcr , the (;eTrl
pemtUl'e 01' the applicatioll of a Illagllctic field . The prop
agation of electron waves through such a junction reveals 
information on its chemical nature and electronic struc
ture as well as mechanical properties [1] . This method 
has been applied to study metallic conductors [2- 4], su
perconductors [5- 81 and individual molecules [9- 121 as 
well as carbon nanotubes [1 31 among others to under
stawl mul tiple phenomella that call be observed sulely at 
the lI anoscale, illcluding cond11ct.a.nce quantizatioll , t. he 
Coulomb blockade and the Andreev reflection. 
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The special case of a single atom connecting two larger 
electrodes is of particular importance because the elec
trolli c transport is then <lo1l'linated by this single atOlll , 
givillg access to its most fundamental properties. The 
system is also simple enough to be accurately described 
by theoretical models, which allows a direct comparison 
of theory and experiment. In this respect, an interes ting 
question concerns the role of magnetism and the efl:'ect 
of the electron spin on the transport properties of such 
a contact. Since this issue is also technologically impor
tant, especially in the view of novel concepts for data 
st.orage 1111-171. the study or t.ransport through individ
ual magnetic atoms and molecules has become the sub
ject of intensive studies [15, 18- 221. Despite t he immense 
progress in the field there are numerous open questions , 
e.g. whether materials that are not known to be ferro
magnetic in bulk may become magnetic at the nanoscale 
or how a spin-polarized current is transported in ferro
magnetic single-atom contacts. 

This article attempts to give a short intl'Oductioll iuto 
the prcparation and clJaracterisation of' atomic-sized COll
tacts using the mechallically cOlltrollable break-jullctioll 
technique. In particular, we present recent results on 
magnetic point contacts and heterocontacts based on Co, 
Pt and Au. 

2. Realisation of magnetic quantum point 
contacts 

Siuce the early experiments 011 metallic point COll

tacts by Yanson et al. [2, 23- 26] in the beginning of the 
1970s, a wide variety of methods have been developed 
to study the ballistic transport in confined geometries 
and monoatomic jUllctions. The most common method 
to create a point contact with di ameters of 10 nm to 

http://info.ifpan.edu.pl/ACTA/acta.home.html
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100 nm between two metals is known as needle-anvil tech
niq'ue [271. where a metallic needle is gently brought into 
contact with a metallic fi lm. Typically, t he contact resis
tall ce ranges rrom O.l n to 10 n and ball is tic t,ransport 
has beell demonstrated ill clean rnet;allic contac ts a t low 
temperatures. The term ball istic refers to a transport 
mechanism, in which the electrons travel through a con
striction without being scattered by defects or surfaces. 
Despite the absence of scattering in sufficiently small , 
ballistic contacts , t he electrons experi ence a quantum re
sistance, which limits the current. However, due to the 
lack of stability the needle-anvil technique is not sui ted to 
study smaller cont;act;s ill the ra llge or rew atoms, where 
the quantum nature of the elcctJ'oll tJ'allspoJ' t becomes 
dominant . 

Such contacts can be achieved using the m echanically 
contTOliable bTeak j'ltnction (MCl3J) technique [3, 28- 32] 
and STM-based methods ]33- 3G ]. The advantages of the 
MCI3.J techniqll() arc its high vibration stabili ty ami the 
fact that the junction resistance can be adjusted over a 
wide range from 10- 3 n to > 104 n. Moreover, a vacuum 
tunnelling contact between the electrode tips can be re
ali zed and molecules bridging the electrode gap may be 
deposited to form a single-molecule junction [1 2, 37- 39]. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a MCBJ sample 
mounted in the bending mechanism and typical ar
rangement of the mechanical setup . (b) Example of 
an opening trace of an AI break junction; the insets 
show schematically the cross-section of the atomic con
tact. (c) Histogram of an AI break junction obtained 
via statistical analysis of 33 individual opening traces 
(courtc~y: T . Bohler). . 

Additionally, upon opening the contact is form ed be
tween freshly broken , clean surfaces reducing the proba
bi li ty to accumulate contaminations from the surround
ing ell vironment. . n ence, nltraclcan a.nd stahle break 
jUllct iollS call he prepared at cryogellic temperatures ill 
vacuum. Another advantage is that , with microfab
ri cated MCBJs, one can easily create heterocontacts , 
where the nanogap is formed between two different met
als. This is especially important for the investigation of 
spin-electronic effects, where the resistance of the junc-

t ion is affected by spin-dependent scattering of electrons 
a t the interface of different magnetic and n on-magnetic 
materials. 

A schematic representat ion of' the MCB.} tecl llliqnc is 
shown in Fig. l ao A r1 exible subst;rate, norm a ll y phosphor 
bronze covered with a th in insula ting layer of polyimide 
(kapton@), is mounted in a three-point be nding config
uration between two fixed counter support s and a mov
able pushing rod. The substrate is bent by driving the 
pushing rod vertically towards the substrat€ using either 
a piezo-stack or some kind of mechanical gear arrange
mellt (e .g. a differential screw). T he metal to be studied 
is fi xed on t,op of the fl exible substra te ; th is call be done 
by simply gluing a no tchecl wire 13, 32 ] onto the salllple 
or by using a microfabricated metal film [40, 41]. The 
vertical motion of the pushing rod (dz) , which is bend
ing the substrate, leads to a horizontal dis placement of 
t he electrodes (d'lt) . The displacement rat io is approx
imately given by [42]: Td = ~.~ = ~t;:, where t is the 
thickness of the sample and L is the sepa ration of the 
countcr supports . Upon stretching, the metallic junction 
rorTils a const,ri et ion unt il the nanobridge breaks in to two 
clean surfaces. These surfaces can be brought into COll

tact again by relaxing the force on the pushing rod and 
thus reforming t he contact . 

F igure 1b shows conductance traces during the open
ing and closing of an AI break-junction . The last conduc
tance plateau before breaking the junction u sually corre
sponds to a single-atom contact , which shows a character
istic cOllductallce value dependiug on the type of metal 
under illvest,iga.tion. Normally, such mechanical break 
junctions can be opelled and closed several hundreds of 
times without permanently destroying the sample . 

This excellent stabili ty can be exploited to create a 
cond'uctance histogmm (Fig. 1c) via statistical analysis 
of many hundreds of opening-closing traces. Individual 
conductance traces often display a rich va riety of fea
tures, which partially conceal the statistically preferred 
conductance values. T herefore, couductance histograms 
(Fig. 1 c) provide all important tool [.Ol' data. analysis. Be
sides these opening and closing traces, one can access the 
C'ltTTent- voitage chamcleTistics of the junction as well as. 
t he magnelo cond'ltctance at a fixed position of the push
ing rod; these measurements yield additional information 
on the band structure of the metal and relevant scatter
ing phenomena in the vicinity of the constriction. 

Recently, a number of different methods evolved to 
fab ri cate point cOll tacts based on direct Ilanofabricatioll 
techniques. TTowever , thcs() tecl l1liques usually y ield fixed 
contacts with diameters nlllgillg fmIn the few- or siuglc 
atom regime up to about 30 nm or more. Due to the nu
merous advantages and the fl exibility of the MCBJ tech
nique, herein we will focus on microfabricated MCBJs 
based on para- and ferromagnetic metals as well as het
eroj urtctions of different metals. 



3. Electron transport through atomic-sized 
contacts 

The electrical properties of conventional bulk conduc
tors can be appropriately described by Ohm 's law, which 
states that the conductance only depends on the con
ductivity of the material and the ratio of cross-section 
to length of the sample. This simple concept no longer 
holds true if one considers that a wire of those diameter 
is in the range of few nanometres. 

In a contact between two non-magnetic metal elec
trodes the conductance becomes quantized when the di
ameter of the contact approaches the Fermi wavelength 
of the electrons in the metal , e.g. in MCBJs one observes 
distinct conductance steps in the order of the conduc
tance quantum Go = 2e2 

/ h = 1/12960 n- 1 in the open
ing traces (Fig. Ib); here e is the elementary charge and h 
is Planck's constant. The basic idea is that the junction 
goes through it series o f' sudden atomic rearrangements 
as it is stretched, while each atolll contributes to the to
tal conductance of the junction by supporting a given 
number of conductance channels with variable transmis
sion T. Since only certain contact diameters are allowed 
due to atomic constraints, the conductance changes in a 
stepwise fashion as the electrodes are pulled apart. 

The total conductance of a given ensernble of conduc
tion channels can be described using the well-known Lan
dauer formula [11: 

2e2 

G = h LTn, (1) 
n 

where Tn is the transmission codTicient, of the n-th chan
nel or eige'll:mode, e2 / h is the conductance quantum per 
electron spin and the factor two accounts for the spin
-degeneracy. In a situation, where the transmission of 
each conductance channel is equal to one, the Landauer 
formula (1) simplifies to G = 2f N , where N is the num
ber of open channels in the contact. In this situation the 
cOllductallce is quantised t.o multiples of the conductance 
quantum 2e2 

/ h. Assuming a single conductance channel 
per atom in the junction, the number of atoms in the 
cross-section of the constriction is given by N. 

In a magnetic point contact, however, this simple pic
ture becomes somewhat more complicated because ex
change interaction removes the degeneracy of spin-up 
and spin-down subbanrls, learling to a pronounced spin
-polarization at the Fermi edge. If only one type of elec
trons (spin-up or spin-down) contributes to the conduc
tance through fully spin-polarized channels, Eq. (1) may 
be written as [43]: 

e2 

G = h L (T'd + Tn j ) , (2) 
n 

where Tj and TL are the transmission probabilities for 
the spin-up and spin-down eigenmodes, respectively. If, 
in addition, on ly one spin direction had T = 1 while the 
other ones were blocked, naturally one would assume that 
half~integer steps of the conductance quantum are ob-
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served in the opening traces, e.g. ~G = ~ = ~. Indeed , 
half-integer conductance quanta have been observed in 
both magnetic- and non-magnetic point contacts, partic
ularly in external magnetic fields [43- 50]. 

However, it is still highly controversial whether the 
occurrence of half-integer conductance values can serve 
as absolute proof for the influence of m.agnetism on 
the electron transport in point contacts. For example, 
there are numerous reports demonstrating the absence 
of Go/2 conductance steps in magnetic junctions, both 
experimentally [51, 52] and theoretically [53- 59]. IVIore
over , half-integer conductance quantizatioll has also been 
found as a result of contaminations of the point contact 
with H2 and CO [60] . Therefore, the interpretation of 
the conductance in magnetic point contacts is not a lways 
straightforward. 

Frequently, the precise atomic structure at the con
tact area is unknown, making a detailed modelling of 
the transport properties almost impossible. In particular 
the magnetic state of a single atom or monoatomic wire 
coupled to the leads is not accessible experimentally. In
dications of the presence of local magnetic moments in 
the constriction can be deduced from the appearance of 
the so-called Kondo effect, distinct nonlinearities around 
zero-bias in the current- voltage characteristics. By this 
method evidence for local mOlllellt.fi was found for atomic 
contacts of the three band magnets Fe, Ni, Co IGlI. 

4. Ferromagnetic (Co) s ingle-atom contacts 

The properties of magnetic materials play an impor
tant role in the design of spin-electronic devices, which 
rapidly gained technological significance since the inde
pendent discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) 
ellect by Grunberg et al. [62] and Fert et a l. [63], for which 
both were awarded the Nobel prize in 2007. 

In its simplest realization a GMR device consists of two 
ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a normal metal in
terlayer. The signature of the GMR effect is a dillering 
resistance value (by roughly 10% to 20%) in the paral
lel and the antiparallel magnetization state of the two 
electrodes. Shor tly after the discovery of the GMR, the 
tunnel rnagneloTesistance (TMH.) was report.ed. 

TMR is a similar ellect as GMR, but the two magnetic 
electrodes are coupled via a tunnel barrier rather than 
a normal metal. As a result the MRR values are higher 
and the typical magnctoresistance (MR) traces slightly 
difl'er Ii'orn those of GMH. devices. 

Besides these effects, which are restricted to het
erostructures, several mechanisms are known to con
tribute to the MR, i.e. the dependence of the resistance 
of a system on an external magnetic field . These illclude 
the anisotropic maqnctoTesistance (AMR), which denotes 
a dillerent resistance value of a magnetic sample depend
ing on the relative orientation of the magnetization and 
the current directions , and various quantum interference 
effects. Still, the discovery of the GMR with its relatively 
high value of several percent came as a surprise because 
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the MR in homogeneous three-dimensional systems is in 
general a small effect amounting to less than 1%. 

However, in reduced dimen. ions magnetoresistance 
challges may hCGOlllC !IIore pronouncccl as dClIlOlI stratcd 
c.g. by the qU<lntlllll [Jail erred ill Lwo-rl ilrlclIsiomtl sys
tems showing ballistic electron transport in strong exter
nal magnetic fi elds. 

When the dimensions of magnetic materials are re
duced to the scale of a single atom, the quasicontinuous 
lectron band structure of the bulk material is succes

sively transformed into t he discrete energy spectrum of 
a single atom. As a resul t , unexpected magnetic prop
erti cs can be observed, which result from the illt.erad;ion 
amI occupation of spill-up alld spill-down states. Uulike 
monovalent metals, such as gold, which exhibit a single 
conductance channel per atom [301, multivalent transi
tion metals usually support multiple conductance chan
nels . 

For a single transition metal atom with partia lly oc
cupied d-states t he number of conductance channels has 
been predicted to be five /1] . or mally, all transmission 
modes are only parti;llly opell (Tnt , Tn! < 1 ill Eq. (2)), 
giviug rise to a total conductance of 1.3Go for a sin
gle atom contact. Hence, the magnetic moment of the 
central atom in the junction and spin-dependent trans
mission through the given ensemble of channels strongly 
influences the position of preferred conductance values 
in the conductance histogram. The understanding of 
these complex mul tichan nel systems at the atomic scale, 
ill part icular the illterplay of clifferellt spin states, mag
lI etiJmt ion and quall t ized cOll(lllctam:e, is OTIC of t,he 1I lOSt 

fundamental questiolls ill the advanciug field of spill elec
tronics. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Comparison of conductance histograms of 
a Co MCBJ with and without the appli cation of a mag
netic field. (b) Typical magnetoresistance traces of Co 
contacts at different conductance values ranging from 
1.3Go to O.04Go . 

Figure 2a shows a conductance histogram of a Co 
MCBJ measured at 4.2 K with and without the applica
tion of a magnetic fie ld . T he prefer red conductance val
lI CS a n ' indicat.ed hy a hroad lrI Hxilll111Tl arollnd 1.3Go a nd 
a secolld one arouud 2.5Go. sually, a splitting of th 'se 
ma-xima would have been expected because of the so
-called ballistic magnetoresistance (BMR) /64, 65]. where 
the number of fully transmitted · conductance channels 
changes upon applying a magnetic field. In particular, 
lirt.ing the spin degeneracy modifi es the number of modes 

for spin-up and spin-down subbands, which manifests it
self in a magnetic fie ld dependent opening a nd closing of 
discrete conductance channels of the conta ct leading to 
disercl'.c conduct.ancc steps in t.he order of' e2 /h IfiG , G71. 
Sll1'prisingly, these prcl'crrcd conductance alues did not 
change noticeably when a magnetic field (B = 5 T) was 
applied during opening and closing the contact and no 
preferred conductance at half-integer values of Go are 
observed . This indicates that the positions of t he max
ima in the histogram are not a resul t of the BiVIR effect. 
In general, the presence and position of preferred conduc
tance values strongly depends OIl the contact geometry. 
Tn ferrumagnetic contacts a diversc behaviour is observed 
rangiug from the cOIn pI 'te absclJce of prefe rred cOllduc
tance values or the occurrence of relative ly few broad 
features in the histogram to nearly perfectly quantized 
conductance in st eps of Go/2. The insens itivity of the 
conductance histogram to the application o f a magnet ic 
fie ld is even more astonishing, when one considers the 
dependence of the junction resistance as a function 'of 
magnetic ficld , the so-called magnetoresistance. 

The MR behaviour of the junction can be obtained by 
monitoring its resistance (ur conductance) as t,he mag
netic field is swept frolll llegative to positive values a11(1 
back again, while keeping the displacement of the elec
trodes at a fixed position. Few typical examples of MR 
traces of a Co MCBJ are shown in Fig. 2b for differen t 
electrode displacements. These MR traces exhibited a 
rich behaviour and broad diversity of shapes can be ob
served , including a GIVIR-like as well as non-hysteretic 
aud also step-like features. 

In order to evaluate these curves, one usually de
fincs the magnetoresisl;ancc rat. io as MRR = (Rmax -
Rmin)/ ROli n. The MR tra.ces ill Fig. 2b show a high MRR 
of about 70% in the atomic contact regime. The contin
uous changes in the contact resistance whe n applying a 
magnetic fi eld B < 2 T are interpreted as a result of 
reori enta tion of magnetic domains in the ferromagnetic 
electrodes. In contrast, for larger fields (B > 2 T) the ob
served MR effect may be att ributecl to the enhancement 
of tlt e saturation fi elcl ill the constriction. Due to the low 
coordinat ion o f' at.Oll lS ill I;l lc cOllslTidiun , th c local h<111(1-
-structure is IIIoclificcl, giving rise to a stroug awl fielcl-
-dependent spin- orbi t scattering of conduction electron 
in the contact. This effect, which is known as the alom
ically enhanced anisot1'Opic magnetoresislance (AANIR) , 
cletermines both the saturation magnetization and the 
conductance of the junction. Besides the direct effect of 
the magnetic fi eld on the transmission of individual con
ductance channels in the contacts region , the persistence 
of' t llC GMR-like f'cat1l1'cs incli cat,(!s t.hat sndden challges 
ill the relative orielltatio11 of the magnetization of the 
electrodes are the main reason for the pronounced MR 
effect in atomic-sized Co contacts. 

Both the atomic configuration in the vicini ty of the 
constriction , giving rise to the AAMR effect , as well as 
the relative magnet izat.ion or the Co electrodes, which 
manifests itself in the GMR efrect , determine the junc-



tion resistance of in a ferromagnetic MCBJ . iVloreover, 
since the conductance also depends on the electrode dis
placement, one could argue that magnetoresistive effects 
may be all additiona.l ra.ctor. However, we rOllnd that 
such errect arc not strollg ell(mgh to expla ill the high 
MRR observed in the atom ic contact regime, while they 
may be more significant in tunnelling regime [681. The 
vacuum tunnelling current depends exponentially on the 
electrode separation. Hence, a magnetic field induced 
increase in the electrode separation would lead to an ex
ponential growth of the junction resistance. The distance 
depeudence of the current ill the contact regime is weaker 
thall exponelltial, so that the errect or rnagnetostrict. ioll , 
although it might he ,presellt, is ncglectable compared to 
the large MR effects observed herein. 

5. Potential magnetism in atomic-sized 
Pt contacts 

Platinum (Pt) is all illterestillg metal for research as i t 
has quite a few unique propert ies. In its bulk state it is 
one of the noble metals , which do not easily corrode like 
other metals. Nanoparticles of Pt are often used as a cat
alyst, for instance in catalytic converters in automobiles 
and in fuel cells, where the size of these nanoparticles' is 
an important parameter [69] . A more recent development 
in the research of Pt has been the discovery that it is one 
or three lllct.als round to rorm Illolloatornic chains , alnng 
with Au and Ir II , 70- 731. During the last decade, the
oretical investigations on such atomic-sized Pt contacts 
have predicted the emergence of magnetism in such small 
structures [74- 76] . 

-1.6 - I -0.6 0 0.5 
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Fig.:!. Typical PL opcnillg anel clusing Lraces; lhe im;eL 
is a lt isLogl'am consLrllcled I'rom hlllldreds or' opening 
Lraces . 

However , the experimental investigation of magnetism 
in Pt, espec ially in monoatomic chains, has only recently 
begun. As outlined in Sect. 3, the emergence of mag
netism in small Pt contacts may be studied using the 
MCBJ technique. F igure 3 shows typical opening a nd 
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closing traces of a Pt !VICBJ , from which a conductance 
histogram (inset of Fig. 3) can be const:t"ucted . The 
chain formation becomes evident from the u.nusually long 
plateau of' the opelling (Tace at comluda.nc;e vahws ('or
respondillg to the sillgle-atom cOlltact. Add itioll all'y, the 
chain formation is sign ifi ed by the large Tet1trn distance, 
which is the distance by which the electrode gap must be 
reduced to reform the metalli c contact after fully break
ing it . 

The histogram in the inset of Fig. 3 shows a broad 
pea.k at about 1.6Go, corresponding to t he expected value 
for Pt atomic contacts and monoatomic chains. Further 
peaJ(s are expected at higher values of the conductance, 
and their strollg contribl1tioll here can be explained hy 
('lle ract that our sample arc lithogra.phic lvlCBJs, wh ich 
are known to have slightly different conductance his
tograms than MCBJs fabricated with other methods , 
such as the notched-wire technique using macroscopic 
wires or even single crystals as a starting material. The 
higher amount of dislocations and defects in microfab
ricated MCBJs resul ts in difl'erent preferred contact ge
ometries and therefore possibly less pronounced or even 
shi ['ted lII axillla in the condl1ctance histogra ms 1771. 
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Fig. 4. Selected magnetic field sweep measurements 
for increasing length of a single monoatomic Pt chain. 
Magnetoresistance measurements are performed for dif
ferent conductance values indicated in the single open
ing trace (top part) . The blue curves represent sweeps 
from 8 T to -8 T and the orange curves represent sweeps 
in the opposite direct ion. Not only does the sign and 
ampli tude of the XMR effect change dramatically, the 
form also changes. 

Magnetoresistance traces are recorded in order to eval
uate the efFect of external magnetic fields on the concluc-
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tance of the single-atom Pt contact . These measurements 
are performed while the electrode separation is increased 
between individual MR sweeps to form a monoatomic P t 
chain . Figure;J sllllnnarizes t:he results; in part; (11) Hie 
positions where MR traces an) recorded arc highlight;ed 
in a single opening trace. Below, in part (b) , the result
ing MR trances ar e shown . These measurements on P t 
monoatomic contacts show an interesting magnetic field 
dependence. First ly, one not ices that the magnetoresis
tive effect (XMR) ranges from as small as one percent 
(Fig. 4h) to as large as 20% (Fig. 4c) or even larger across 
a tunllel junctioll betweell two P t elec trodes (Fig. 4i) . III 
addi t iOlI to this large change 'in amplitude I"rolll contact 
to coutact, one al so no tes a switching of the sign of the 
XrvIR as well as dramatic changes in the shape of the 
XMR. Figure 4a shows a continuous modulation of the 
XRM; Fig. 4b is similar to Fig. 4a, but with an exagger
ation of the XMR around 6 T , and t he maxima of the 
XRM in Fig. 4c are much more rounded with a steeper 
reduction as the magnetic fi eld approaches 0 T . These ef
fects tha t can change drastically from contac t to contact 
indicate that, the XlVIR 01 1 Pt. rnonoatomk cOll tacts ami 
chaius is highly dependent 0 11 the exact atolllic configura
tion of the contact . This experimental data goes hand-in
-hand with theoreti cal prediction that even the slightest 
stretching of the bonds between neighboring a toms can 
change the magnetic behaviour [71 , 74]. 

Finally, the nragnctic fi eld sweeps [or each contact. 
show all interes ti ng hysteresis at (i T and - 6 T. For ex
ample, in Fig. 4b , the down sweep reaches a maximum 
at about 6 T , continues through its min imum at 0 T 
before increasing again . The next local maximum is 
much smaller than the first maximum reached during the 
sweep . On the return sweep , the first local maximum is 
again the largest. The origin of this hysteresis in ampl-i
tude is not yet fully clarified. 

A possible explanation would be a GMR-like effect tha t 
by itself would require a spontaneous magnetization of 
the two electrodes forming the contacts. However, the 
macroscopic elec trodes consisting of the paramagnet Pt 
are known to be non-magnetic as verified by magnetiza
tioll measurements. Hellc ', the appearance of this hys
tel'csis might po int to rnagneti cally orrlercd SUl.HllIi(;s nl" 
tbc salflple on tbe atolllic scale. Both , the observen hys
teresis and the high value of the XMR in monoatomic 
con tac ts and chains of P t strongly suggest that these 
contacts are indeed magnetic. The high sensitivi ty of the 
MR traces to the exact. a tomic arrangement reveal tha t 
the magneti c order, which gives rise to the MR, has to be 
a local one close to the constriction . Moreover , the local 
magnetic order also has to depend on atomic-size quanti
ties, SUell a.s the a tomic orbitals forming tir e cOllduction 
chaullcls. However , receu't illves tigatiolls of the shot-Hoise 
of Pt a tomic contacts arranged with the notched-wire 
MCBJ technique are fully consistent with the assumption 
of non-spin-polarized transport channels [78]. T herefore 
the role and emergence of magnetism in such con tacts is 
still uncertain . 

In particular , as pointed out in Sect. 3, if the central 
a tom shows a localized magnetic moment , t h ere is reason 
to believe that t he signature of the Kondo eUect should be 
present in the conduct.ance lIIeaSUrelll cll t,S. 'Tlli s issuc has 
attracted collsiderable ill tcrest and di O'ercn t, approaclr cs 
are followed to clarify the open questions. For exam
ple, measurements on known reference materials, such as 
gold may help to understand the unusual fR behaviour 
observed in Pt contacts. Additionally, mode lling the con
tact geometry [79] and density functional t heory (DF T ) 
calculations [801 are performed to determine whether Pt 
HlOlloatomic chaills becollle magnetic at all . 

6. Heterocontacts based on Au and Co 

T ire invcstigations 011 the hOlrlocontacts 0 1" Cn revealed 
a very complex behaviour involving effects caused by cor
relations on the micrometer scale as well as those at 
t he a tomic scale. In order to separa te the effects of the 
micromagnetic order from .the local ones, we study dif
ferent magnetic heterocontacts, namely Au- Co- Au and 
Co- Au-Co. Figure 5a shows an example of a Au-Co- Au 
MCBJ , where a small bridge of Co is depos ited between 
two gold electrodes. Such cOllt.acts can be I"abricat;ed ill 
a singk-step elcctrolJ beam lithography process by using 
the shadow evaporation technique to deposit both met als 
(A u and Co) onto the same resist mask. 
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F ig. 5. (a) Au- Co- Au break junction fabricated by 
means of shadow evaporation. The (brighter) cobalt 
window in the middle connects to the gold leads. 
(b) Conductance his togram of the Au- Co- Au sample. 
A distinct maximum a t I Go can be seen , as well as 
the typical open ing curves for gold break junctions wi th 
long conductance pla teaus . (c) Typical MR curves for a 
Co- Au- Co sample in t he a tomic contact regime wi th a 
rich behaviour of different shapes . (d) AI\IIR measured 
for Co- Au- Co sample for a magnetic field applied in 
pl ane, para llel and transversal to t he current direct ion. 

For the Au- Co- Au MCBJs, the conductance his
togram (Fig. 5b) shows strong similarity to the typi
cal conductance hi stogram of pristine Au MCBJs, which 



usually exhibit a pronounced and sharp peak at ~ ICo. 
Moreover, again there is no significant change of preferred 
conductance values upon the application of a magnetic 
field . These fi ll dings suggcst that, alt hough in priJl ciple 
Co- Co and Co- Au colltacts arc possible, ill the majority 
of cases Au- Au contacts are formed when breaking the 
junction . 

Interestingly, t he Au- Co- Au MCBJs consistently show 
very low MMR values in the order of I %, which may in
dicate that the previously observed MR efFects in pristine 
Co contac ts do indeed originate from the contributioll of 
ttI() magnet ic electrodes via GMR eO'cct,s or maglletostric
tion. In the opposite case of Co- Au- Co MCBJs the con
ductance histograms suggest that again Au- Au contacts 
are formed preferentially over Au- Co and Co- Co con
tacts, although a peak at 1.3Co indicates that Co- Co 
contac ts are also formed. However , in the Au- Co- Au- Co 
geometry we find much higher MRR values up to 100%. 

Figure 5c also shows that a variety or shapes can be ob
served ill the MR traces, which include rather continuous 
changes of the resis~ance but even more pronounced step
-like and hysteretic features. The origin of these features 
is likely to be attribu ted to the GMR and TMR effect 
as well as a novel effect resulting in an enhancement of 
the saturation field in the constriction region. This novel 
effect , which is due to the increased spin- orbit scatter
ing in the atomic contact regime, leads to a detectable 
AAMR 181, 82 1. 

The basic mechanism of the AAMR can be summa
rized as follows: in ultimately small systems, like a tomic 
contacts or chains, the transport channels are determined 
by the superposition of the atomic orbitals of the atoms 
forming the contacts and the chain . The conduction 
channels and their transmissions therefore directly reflect 
the geometric arraIlgement of the atoms in the cOllstric
t ion alld the local clectrolli c band structure. 111 macro
scopic homogeneous systems, MR effects are small be
cause the high electronic density effec tively screens in
teraction effects resulting, among others , in a quench
ing of the orbital momentum of the conduction electrons. 
This screening takes place on a length scale given by t he 
Thomas- Fermi screening length that amoun ts to only a 
few nanometres in metals. I-Ience, for systems smaller 
than tli is lcngth scale , the orbitalllloHienta or the conduc
t iOll electrons are not qlwlI ched and trl ay play all iln]Jor
tant role for the MR. If the size of the external magnetic 
fi eld is sufficiently large , it aligns the orbitals and thus 
directly affects the superposition of the wave functions 
and hence the conduction channels and their transmis
sions [55, 68]. If th is mechanism is the reason for the 
observed MR, also the effects known from homogeneous 
systems, such as the AMR, should gradually be enhanced 
upon decreasing the size of t hc cOll tacts. 

To scrutini ze this assum pt ion , we studied the AMR of 
Au- Co-Au and Co-Au- Co MCBJs in a setup, where the 
magnetic field is applied in the sample plane both longi
tudinal and transversal to the current di rection , whereas 
all previous measurements wer performed in perpendic-
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ular fields. An example of the result ing MR traces is 
shown in Fig. 5d , the schematic insets indicate the rel
ative orientation of current and applied magnetic field. 
Typicall y, the Co- A ll- CO samplcs show A 1\I[R values or 
Inore than 25%, wll ile the prist ill e, nnhrok " 11 Co rvlCB.Js 
yield much smaller values of about 2%. These results con
clusively demonstrate that the magnitude of the AAMR 
effect, due to the extreme reduction of the dimensions in 
atomic size contacts, enhances the inf-luence of an exter
nal magnetic field onto the electronic transport . 

7. Summary 

Herein we studied the MR behaviour of magnetic- (Co) 
and close-to-magnetic (Pt) atomic contacts as well as dif
ferent types of heterocontac ts, such as Au- Co- Au and 
Co-Au-Co, using the mechanically controllable break 
junction technique. All of these atomic-sized coutacts 
show a rich variety or MR reatures, whic h call be at.
tributed to the interplay of different heterocffects (GMR, 
TMR) and locally enhanced effects (AA MR) due to 
the ultimate size-reduction in the constriction region. 
T he later effect could induce magnetic properties at the 
a tomic scale, even in materials that are known to be 11on
-magneti c in the bulk state. This has been demonstrated 
for Pt contacts, where unusually high MR values of up 
to 15% can be observed in the a tomic-contac t regime. 
T he observation or such ltigll MR cO'cds in hOHiogeneous 
systelns, in parti<:111ar ror materials tha t a re not prOllC 
to magnetism, instead of more complex het erostructures, 
may serve as a principle mechanism for designing novel 
magneto-electronic devices. However , open questions 
still include whether a spin-polarisation of the transport 
channels is either present or absent in such contacts . 
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